A Company of Josephs
Below are some important quotes from the 2 articles covered at our Apostolic Leadership group on
13-10-2015. The sources are at the bottom of each section.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“That led to his latest book, ‘Unqualified’, which shows how God always uses those who are
unqualified to accomplish His will—in other words, those who are humble and know they must
depend on God because they can't do it themselves.”
“Then I heard God say, 'Son, the dream you had was not the destruction of America, but a wave of
My glory that will flood America! "I said, 'Lord, I want to see America shaken by Your glory, but it
seems so far away.' The Lord then spoke again to me. He said, "Get ready, because it is coming!”
“Some like Joel Stockstill have national influence. He wrote, "The unqualified are those who have
paid the price to walk closely with Jesus but have not been noticed by man for extreme gifting or
personality. The playing field is being leveled by the Lord of the harvest and the laborers of true
passion are being released."”
“The spiritual depth of the unqualified will not come from degrees on the wall or memberships in
prestigious God clubs, but from the classroom of brokenness," Pat says. "God doesn't look at polls
or opinions when He chooses His leaders. He always looks for someone with a heart, regardless of
what the world thinks.”
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“The wealth transfer is not a means by which super-achievers fulfill their glimmer of the great
commission. Nor will the wealth transfer be driven by Western financial institutions and markets.
Neither is it a prosperity doctrine. The wealth transfer will not be the result of the efforts of elite
networks of ultra-spiritual zealots. Nor will it be linked to mega fund-raising agendas. It will not be
an eschatological orchestration of the weird built on the precepts of men. While each may contain
elements of truth, individually they simply miss the mark.”
“For the sake of the zealots and prematurely eager -- and not in anyway to dampen the intentions
of those genuinely called, it should be remembered that the calling of Joseph involved serious
betrayal of those closest to him, along with a complete loss of his status and freedom. It involved an
extremely long waiting period for God's set time, a wait involving some very humble conditions.”
“These will be men and women of God whose prophetic gift and authority, sensitivity to God's heart
and stellar obedience to God marks their identity and wisdom to those in non-religious circles.
They are people of trust who worldly power brokers will seek to align themselves with. The calling
will functionally be diverse. From a human standpoint it will involve an element of
compartmentalized enterprises, reflecting numerous divinely-connected, yet self- and mutuallysupporting enterprises.”

“The way of the Kingdom will define both the identity and culture of true believers. The Kingdom
model is comprehensive in combining the spiritual, entrepreneurial and community, a model
familiar to those in touch with the Hebraic roots of the faith. The result will reorder foundations of
culture, power and the economic. The Josephs now coming into position encompass what is termed
the marketplace movement. It is the restoration of societal- spiritual leadership that interlinks the
Kingdom with the secular -- business with ministry, if you will.”
“God has forerunners who have been preparing both select corporations and nation-states as safeplaces and Kingdom harbingers. They will involve extraordinary alliances with secular enterprises
serving Kingdom objectives. They will be self-supporting models of what results when God is
dwelling with a people.”
“Leadership will accompany the anointing of those who unwaveringly have paid the cost, like
Joseph in having lost everything personally meaningful to him. They will be ones who within their
spheres are graced with unusual trust and favor, but also are targets, initially even with their
brethren.”
“The sound of the Kingdom will conform to the patterns and responses exhibited by Jesus in His
earthly ministry. His unveiling of the Kingdom released the harmony by which the natural and the
spiritual realms are bridged. John's gospel progressively disclosed the simple secret to Jesus'
power: God-in-us and the secret of abiding. It is all about God dwelling with and manifesting
Himself through His covenant people. It involves the simple things that confound the wise. It
releases God's most unlikely candidates executing the most unlikely strategies to bring about the
most unlikely results.”
“Just as Joseph served God's purposes in Egypt, today's Josephs are God's advance party. Their
apostolic-prophetic role in some very chaotic conditions will be served in very practical terms, in
strategies that link secular enterprises with overriding ministry objectives in restoring God's order.
Today's Josephs are the forerunners, the servant-leaders, heeding the sound of the Kingdom,
serving as the foundation of the apostles and prophets for the restoration of the ancient purposes
being triggered by the anointed description captured by the Apostle Paul [in Ephesians 2:19-22]."”
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